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We investigated the inter- and intra-specific aggression among three species of 

gekkonid lizards with laboratory contests between pairs of individuals. Two bf these_ 

species, Lepidodactylus lugubris and Hemidactylus garnotii, are asexual parthenogens. 

The third species, Hemidactylus frenatus, is sexual and has been implicated in an 

apparent competitive exclusion of L. lugubrls and tl,_garnotii in the urban "house gecko 

niche" on tropical Pacific islands. We investigated two related hypotheses. 1) The 

competitive exclusion of LL and HG is at least partly caused by behavioral dominance of 

HF males over LL and HG females . Our findings supported this hypothesis. HF males are 

more likely to approach and bite a heterospecific and are less likely to be spatially 

displaced by the approach of a heterospecific than vice versa. In the urban setting in 

which the displacement occurs this behavioral dominance can allow HF to control insect 

food resources which are often clumped around light sources. 2) Asexuality and the 

resulting high degree of genetic similarity within clones should affect levels of 

intraspecific aggression. We tested two predictions: asexual females should display 

lower levels of intraspecific aggression (within clones) than se~ual females and intra

clone aggression should be lower than inter-clone aggression. The first prediction was 
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supported, sexual HF females were more likely to bite and displace (although not 

significantly) and approach each other than were asexual HG females belonging to a 

single clone. The second prediction was not; no difference was found between levels of 

intra- and inter-clonal aggression in two genetic clones of L. lugubris. Possible 

evolutionary pathways leading to reduced asexual intraspecific aggression are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Behavioral interference has often been implicated in systems where competitive 

exclusion has occurred (Case and Gilpin 1974). Reviews of competition in insects 

(Lawton 1981) and small mammals (Grant 1972) have concluded that competitive 

interference is common and may be the rule rather than the exception in cases where the 

dynamic effects of interspecific competition are pronounced. In a review of competition 

experiments Schoener (Schoener 1983) found 32 cases of asymmetric competition; in 

27 of these studies the larger species was competitively superior. In 24 of the 27 some 

form of interference was involved. lnterspecific territoriality, another form of 

interspecific interference and exclusion, is well known in birds (Orians and Willson 

1964) and reef fish (Sale and Dybahl 1975). Interference has also been suggested as 

the mechanism producing disjunct altitudinal distributions and checkerboard 

distributions of birds on small islands. 

Interference behavior between putative lizard competitors has been investigated 

experimentally several times. Anolis sagrei, an introduced species, is apparently 

displacing A. carolinesis in the Miami, Florida area. Tokarz and Beck (Tokarz and Beck 

1987) found that intraspecific aggression was more severe than interspecific 

aggression and interpreted these results as arguing against a role for behavioral 

interference in the displacement, despite the fact that the outcome of the matches was 

asymmetric in favor of A. saqrei. 

Anolis crjstatellus and A. cooki are sibling species from Puerto Rico that are very 

similar morphologically and ecologically when allopatric. However, in sympatry A. 

cooki changes its use of structural habitat from small trees to brushy. cover. Ortiz and 

Jenssen (Ortiz and Jenssen 1982) found lnterspecific aggression was as intense as 
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intraspecific aggression in staged laboratory encounters, and that A.- cristatellus was 

usually dominant. Jenssen et al. (Jenssen et al. 1984) released A. cristatellus males 

into the territories of A. cooki males and found that A. cooki could only repel the intruder 

nine times out of 20 trials. The encounters were marked by intense fighting. They 

concluded that behavioral dominance by A. cristatellus explained the habitat shift of A. 

cooki in sympatry. 

Co-occurrence patterns of lizard species on islands may be determined by 

interference competition. Species of the genera Uta and Sator never co-occur on islands 

in the Sea of Cortez, a result expected by chance less than one in a million (Case and 

Bolger, 1990). In laboratory cages, the larger Satar inevitably dominates and 

frequently kills and eats the smaller Uta (Case 1983, ref?). 

By comparing historical species lists and faunal accounts with the results of our own 

recent field work we have documented an apparent case of competitive exclusion in a 

guild of introduced "house geckos" on islands in the tropical Pacific (Case et al. In 

press). These nocturnal, gekkonid lizards reside at high densities on . buildings and other 

human structures. They can often be observed feeding on insects attracted to lights on 

these structures, although they also inhabit unlit structures, and to differing extents 

disturbed and natural habitats. This system has added theoretical interest because the 

invading species reproduces sexually while two of the displaced species are asexual 

parthenogens. The historical course of the displacement is best documented for Hawaii. 

After World War Two, the common house gecko, Hemidactylus frenatus, a sexual species 

native to Asia and the lndo-Pacific, was unintentionally introduced to Hawaii. It 

subsequently increased in numbers In urban/suburban habitats, while three other 

Polynesian-introduced species, the fox or Polynesian gecko (Hemidactylus garnotii), the 

mourning gecko, (Lepidodactylus lugubris), and the stump-toed gecko (Gehyra 

mutilata), formerly occupying this habitat became scarce (Hunsaker and Breese 1967, 

Oliver and Shaw 1953). L. lugubris and H. garnotii are asexual. Today the most common 

association on building walls on ail the main Hawaiian islands is HF alone or sometimes 

in association with the smaller and much less abundant LL (Case et al. In press). We 

have documented the same replacement in parts of Vanuatu, Western Samoa, Tahiti, and 
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Fiji (Case et al. In press) indicating that the outcome of this interaction is robust. The 

exclusion is not as complete in these places as it is in Hawaii because the introduction of 

HF has been more recent and It has not yet spread to all localities. 

Once HF gets to a locality the exclusion occurs relatively rapidly. For instance, HF 

was not present in 1971 when the Royal Society inventoried the vertebrates of the New 

Hebrides (Vanuatu) (Medway and Marshall 1975), yet today it is by far the most 

common species of gecko found in downtown Port Vila (Case et al. In press). Similarly, 

in Fiji, where the present study was conducted, HF was not recorded from the city of 

Suva until 1982 (Gibbons pers. comm.) but today it is virtually the only gecko found in 

some areas of the city. In areas of Suva where H. frenatus was present but uncommon in 

1986, its numbers have been increasing over the last 3 years with a concomitant 

decline in LL and HG (D. Bolger unpubl.). 

In this paper we investigate the hypothesis that behavioral interference is at least 

partially responsible for the observed exclusion of HG and LL by HF. Using staged 

laboratory contests we seek to determine whether there is aggression between HF, and 

HG and LL, and if it is asymmetric in favor of HF. 

We also investigate possible behavioral differences between sexual and asexual 

females. Is there less aggression between asexual females than sexual females? We 

compare the level of aggression between asexual HG females to that between sexual HF 

females. We also compare levels of intra- versus inter-clonal aggression in LL. All 

well-studied asexual lizards have been shown to be derived from interspecific 

hybridizations. These hybridizations are often between two similar sexual species or 

between a sexual species and a preexisting asexual species (Moritz et al. 1987). Many 

asexual lizard species are comprised of a number of clones each of which apparently has 

arisen from a separate hybridization event between different individuals of the same two 

sexual species. Individuals within a clone are genetically identical or nearly so. 

If both ancestral sexual species are present the potential exists for continuous 

creation of new clones through multiple hybridizations. The identity of the sexual 

ancestors of LL and HG has not yet been determined. Both species probably evolved in 
., 

Southeast Asia, a secondary center of endemism for the family Gekkonidae (Kluge). Both 
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were apparently originally transported to Fiji, and other Pacific islands, accidentally by 

the first Melanesian colonists, who reached Fiji approximately 2000 years ago. We do 

know that the production of new asexual clones on mid-Pacific islands, Fiji, Hawaii etc., 

is precluded because no similar sexual Lepidodactylus species and only one sexual 

Hemidactylus species, H. frenatus, occur on these islands. Thus appropriate 

interspecific hybridization are not possible. Perhaps as a consequence clonal diversity 

is low. We have identified only two genetic clones in LL and one in HG (unpublished 

data). 

We have no definitive evidence pertaining to whether HF is one of the ancestral 

sexual species of HG. The two species are similar in general morphology, but differences 

are apparent. Karyotypes do not rule out HF as an ancestral species nor can they 

confirm this. Their similar morphology and ecology indicates that they make an 

appropriate sexual-asexual congeneric pair for comparison of intra-specific 

aggression, however, the ideal behavioral comparison would be made between HG and 

females of both of its sexual ancestors. 

Because individuals within a clone are genetically identical there is no fitness benefit 

to genes which cause intraclonal aggression (in the absence of inter-clonal competition). 

A reduction in intraclonal aggression could arise through interclonal selection for less 

aggressive clones, or alternatively, it could be a byproduct of a preexisting genetically 

based recognition system, and kin selected behavior to be less aggressive toward close 

relatives. 

METHODS 

Aggression was assessed in laboratory contests between pairs of conspecific or 

heterospecific lizards. Nine types of pairings were made: 2 HF males (n=10), 2 HF 

females (n=10), 1 HF female and 1 HF male (n=10), 2 HG females (n=10), 1 HF male 

and 1 LL female (n=10), 1 HF male and 1 HG female (n=10), 2 LL "chevron" clone 

females (n=8), 2 LL "large-spot" clone (n=8), 1 LL chevron clone and one LL large

spot clone (n=8). The contests were carried out in one half of a glass aquarium. The 

aquarium was divided in half by a double-thickness cardboard divider. The resulting 

arena measured 36 x 16 cm. The walls and divider were coated with petroleum jelly to 
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within three inches of the aquarium bottom to prevent the geckos from climbing out of 

the tank and to confine the interactions as much as possible to the bottom of the tank 

where they could most easily be viewed. The bottom three inches of the glass sides of the 

aquarium were painted on the inside with white water-based paint to prevent reflections 

which might distract the contestants. The bottom of the aquarium was covered with 

white poster paper which was changed after each contest. Black lines on the poster 

paper divided the arena into four equal-size rectangular quadrants. 

The experiments were carried out in a laboratory at the Institute of Natural 

Resources, University of the South Pacific, in the city of Suva on the island of Viti Levu, 

Republic of Fiji. The laboratory is an older wood frame building with many windows and 

vents so temperature and humidity in the lab were roughly the same as the ambient 

environmental conditions. Mean air temperature during the experiments was 25±1 °c. 

Animals for the experiments were collected from buildings in the vicinity of Suva 

and brought to the lab where they were weighed and measured. Members of each pair 

were collected from different sites or from different buildings at a site to ensure they 

had no previous contact. The LL individuals were collected from sites which also 

supported HF. Out of necessity HG were collected at a site without HF. In the lab animals 

were visually isolated in separate compartments in glass aquaria. Animals were held in 

isolation for 24 to 48 hours prior to testing. No food or water was provided during this 

time. Each animal was used in one contest only. Both individuals were placed in the 

arena at the same time, at the start of the experiment. Consequently there is no 

difference in resource holding potential based on familiarity with the arena. 

We have genetically typed 1 O HG individuals from the site at which we obtained our 

study animals and all have identical DNA fingerprints (unpublished data). This 

contrasts sharply with H. frenatus, where every individual has a unique fingerprint. 

Based on this we will assume that all the HG used in the trials were clonemates. 

The two LL clones differ consistently in both mtDNA restriction map and DNA 

fingerprint as well as in dorsal coloration pattern (unpublished data). We have 

identified only these two clones and have found the color pattern to be a completely 

reliable indicator of genetic clonal identity. Within a clone, mtDNA and DNA 
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fingerprints are invariant. 

Pairs of individuals in the intraspecific contests and the HF-HG contests were chosen 

so that there was no more than a 20% difference in weight between paired contestants. 

HF on average is much larger than LL and so the HF individual was larger (x=3.76g vs. 

x==1.63g) in each of the HF-LL matchups. Individuals were paired randomly within the 

weight matching constraint. The order of contests within a given night was randomized. 

The order of contests during the month-long experimental period was randomized with 

the constraint that HG had to be collected at a site 20 km in the interior of the island and 

so were not always available. 

One individual of each pair was marked with a small spot of white tempura paint on 

the dorsal surface to allow them to be differentiated by the observer. Both individuals 

were placed simultaneously in the arena and their actions were recorded for the next 

hour by a videocamera suspended over the aquarium. The arena was lit by overhead 

fluorescent ceiling lights. Two experiments were conducted simultaneously, side-by

side on both sides of the split aquarium. The animals on one side of the aquarium were 

never observed to respond in any discernible way to the animals on the other side of .the 

divider. The lab was vacated during each experiment. The subjects usually began 

investigating the arena and each other shortly after the start of the expmiment and did 

not appear to be inhibited by the setting. All experiments were performed between 

August 23 and September 22, 1989 between the hours 1700 and 2200. 

Videotapes were analyzed for the frequency with which each individual performed 

specific behaviors. Three specific behaviors were recorded: approaches, displacements, 

and bite/lunges. An approach was defined as a directed movement toward the other 

individual to within 4 cm of that individual. A displacement was scored when an 

approached individual retreated beyond a 4 cm distance from the approacher within 1 

minute of the approach. Bite/lunges are brief, one second or less, bites or lunges. A 

variation of the bite/lunge, the bite-hold, was only recorded in HF male-HF female 

contests. Males frequently bit females, usually on the neck, and held on for longer than a 

second, sometimes for several minutes. This type of behavior vyas only observed in the 

HF male-female encounters and is part of courtship behavior (see discussion) . In 
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addition to scoring these behaviors, each minute the location of both individuals was 

recorded and for each experiment the number of position changes for each individual 

were tallied as well as the number of times the two individuals occupied the same 

quadrant of the arena. 

Statistical Analysis 

Non-parametric methods were used because sample sizes were relatively small and 

the distribution of behavioral rates was not normal. Kruskall-Wallis ANOVA was used 

to detect differences between all matchups in the frequency of use of specific behaviors 

(reptitions per sixty minute trial). The hypotheses outlined in the introduction were 

fromulated a priori and so were tested with statistics appropriate to planned 

comparisons (Day and Quinn 1989). Differences between the members of the pairings 

in frequency of use of behaviors were tested with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests . Mann

Whitney U-test was used to compare intraspecific aggression in HF females and HG 

females. Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA was used to compare inter- and intra-clonal aggression 

in clones of LL. 

RESULTS 

The overall use of each of our defined behaviors, as well as the frequency of quadrant 

changes and quadrant sharing are shown in Table 1. In general contests involving HF 

were distinguished by higher frequencies of aggressive behaviors, approaches, 

displacements, and bite/lunges. The HF male-male contests had the highest overall level 

of aggression. Rates of approach and displacement were highest in the HF male 

experiments. The highest bite rate was recorded in the HF male-female contests, and is 

related to sexual behavior rather than aggression (see below). The contests involving 

HF also had the highest number of quadrant changes. This is probably a consequence of 

the higher level of interaction, ie. more approaches and displacements. HF male-female 

pairs shared the same quadrant more than pairs of the other types. There were no 

significant pairwise differences among the treatments (pair types) in quadrant sharing 

but in general, LL within and between clone pairs shared the same quadrant less 

frequently than other types of pairs. 

lnterspecific contests 
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The number of approaches, displacements, and bite/lunges performed by each 

member of each pairing were compared with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. HF males are 

more likely to approach, displace, and bite HG and LL females than vice versa (Table 2). 

The results of the interspecific contests between HF males and HG and LL females indicate 

that HF is behaviorally dominant to both species. HF was more aggressive toward HG 

than LL, approaching and biting more often in HF-HG contests than in HF-LL contests 

(Table 2). 

lntraspecific aggression among sexual and asexual females 

The total number of times that specific aggressive behaviors were performed during 

contests between two HF females and between two HG females were compared using 

Mann-Whitney U tests. HF females approached each other significantly more often than 

HG females (p<0.01 ). They also bit and spatially displaced each other more often 

although these differences were not significant (Table 1). These results indicate a lower 

level of intraspecific female-female aggression in HG than in HF. 

Inter and Intra-clonal aggression in LJ1P-_idodactvlus /..Qg_ubris 

The total number of times that specific aggressive behaviors were performed during 

contests between two chevron clone females, between two large spot clone females and 

between two heteroclonal females were compared using Kruskal-Wallls ANOVA. There 

were no significant differences in the use of any tabulated behaviors among the three 

experiment types (approaches, p=0.29, retreats p=0.31, bite/lunges, p=0.88). 

DISCUSSION 

The interspecific contests were marked by asymmetric aggression of HF against LL 

and HG. This Is consistent with the observed displacement of LL and HG by HF. HF is 

more likely to approach, displac~ and bite the other two species than .vice versa. HF is 

also more aggressive toward the more similar species, its congener, HG. This is 

consistent with interference competition theory which predicts that interference should 

be greatest between species that have the highest ecological overlap (Case and Gilpin 
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1974). Species of similar size, such as HF and HG, should have a greater overlap in 

diet, refuge use, and oviposition sites. The higher level of aggression of HF toward HG 

than LL is also consistent with the patterns of coexistence in the field. We have never 

found HF and HG coexisting in the urban setting, while HF and LL do, albeit at a much 

reduced density of LL. lntraspecific aggression between HF males is more intense than 

interspecific aggression between HF males and either of the asexual species. However 

since the interspecific interactions are extremely asymmetric in favor of HF it may 

partially explain the observed competitive exclusion. Apparently, as in most examples 

of competitive exclusion, interspecific interference has played a role in this case. 

In the urban setting this asymmetry in Interference ability could lead to HF aquiring 

• exclusive access to some resources : insects, shelter, or oviposition sites. This seems 

most likely when light sources, which concentrate the insect resources in a few places 

on the building, are present in the environment . The presence of HF at these sites of 

high resource abundance would discourage HG and LL from foraging in these areas or 

reduce their foraging efficiency. However, extreme clumping of res_ources is not a 

necessary condition for exclusion because it also occurs on structures which lack light 

sources. 

The urban environment is structurally simple, as was our experimental arena. The 

species interact, at least while actively foraging, on a two-dimensional surface, building 

walls. lil natural settings, with higher dimensionality, interference behavior may not 

be as effective or as profitable. Increased structural complexity, such as found in 

natural environments, may lead to coexistence. At a site near the town of Kekaha, on the 

island of Kauai, Hawaii, four species of geckos, including the three species studied here, 

and Gehyra mutilata coexist on a group of large trees with large plates of peeling bark. 

There has been no change in species composition at this site since 1984, indicating 

stable coexistence (Bolger unpublished data). Reviews of interspeclflc aggression In 

rodents (Grant 1972) and birds (Orians and Willson 1964) both concluded that the 

effects of aggression were more pronounced in structurally simple habitats. It is often 

observed that bird species diversity increases with the complexity of the habitat. This 

may be at least parti~lly attributable to reduced or ineffective intraspecific aggression 
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in the more complex habitats. 

lntraspecifically the HF male-male contests were the most aggressive. HF male

female encounters were distinguished by a high degree of apparently aggressive 

behavior. For example, these pairings had the highest observed bite rate (Table 1 }. 

The behavior was, however, distinctly different from the male-male and interspecific 

contests. Bite-holds were frequently observed in contests with male and female HF, but 

were never observed in any other contests. In all cases the male bit the female in the 

neck and would hold the bite for up to 10 minutes. Despite being repeatedly bit by the 

male, females would often approach males again after they had been released from a 

bite-hold. In one case this behavior was followed by copulation. In other types of 

pairings the Individual on the receiving end of the aggression subsequently sought to 

avoid the aggressor. This behavioral sequence is similar to previous descriptions of 

mating behavior in HF (Marcellini 1970}. 

Clearly male HF do not react to the asexual female HG as they do to conspecific 

females. In the HFM-HG and HFM-LL contests bite-holds were not observed and neither 

were attempted copulations. The behavior of HF males toward HG females was not 

distinguishable in character from their behavior toward other male HF and LL females. 

The fact that HF does not react to HG females as conspecific females is consistent with the 

absence of HF-HG hybrids. Such sexual-asexual backcrosses have been found in other 

asexual genera including Lepidodactylus (unpublished data} and Cnemidophorus (Moritz 

et al. 1987). 

It is interesting to consider the effect of the lack of males in the asexual species on 

the outcome of interspecific interference competition between sexual and asexual 

species. Large species are often dominant to smaller species (Schoener 1983), so it is 

not surprising that the larger HF could dominate LL. However, HF and HG are of similar 

size; the aggressiveness of the HF males enables them to dominate HG females. This 

aggression was most highly expressed in the HF male-male encounters which were 

marked by intense fighting. HF males appear to have undergone sexual selection for 

fighting ability. Adult HF males are longer (t=3.622, d.f.=60, p<0.001 ), heavier 

(t=2.983, d.f.=53, p<.01), heavier/length (t=2.7, d.f.=53, p<0.01}, and have a wider 
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jaw/length (t=2.950, d.f.=9, p<0.01) than females. The ecology of HF is conducive to 

polygyny and sexual selection. HF are dense on these buildings and home ranges are often 

a meter in breadth or less (Marcellini 1970), Bolger unpub.). These relatively small 

home ranges should allow a single dominant male to defend more females (Stamps 

1977). Sexual selection may have preadapted male HF for interspecific interference 

competition. The fighting tools and abilities that have apparently evolved for male-male 

fighting might easily be turned toward interspecific interference. The HG females are not 

only less aggressive than HF males, they are apparently also less aggressive than HF 

females. Without aggressive, testosterone-laden males to defend intraspecific home 

ranges, HG is excluded. High levels of aggression may be incompatible with 

reproduction. The existence of separate sexes may allow behavioral dirterentiation into 

aggressive and reproductive sexes. The lack of aggressive males in unisexual species 

may be a generally important disadvantage when competing with similar sexual species. 

Hg females are not only less aggressive than HF males in interspecific contests, they 

are also less aggressive intraspecifically than HF females. Is this related to the genetic 

Identity within clones? Reduced intraspeciflc aggression has been documented in at least 

one asexual lizard. Leuck (Leuck 1985, Leuck In press) in a series of experiments 

using sexual and asexual Cnemidophorus species has demonstrated that asexual females 

are less aggressive among themselves than are similar sexual females. She found that 

aggression among groups of asexual females was much lower than that among sexual 

males and mixed-sex sexual groups. This is expected simply because of the presence of 

males which are usually the more aggressive sex In lizards (Stamps 1977). The rate of 

many aggressive behaviors was not significantly different between all-female sexual 

groups and all-female asexual groups (although all aggressive behaviors were 

performed less frequently by the asexuals), however, the asexuals were much less 

likely to engage in tumble-fights, the most aggressive act in their repertoire. 

Dominance was also more pronounced among sexual females, but not significantly so. 

Moreover, asexual females are significantly less aggressive toward clonemates than 

toward individuals of a different clone but of the same asexual species (Leuck In press) . ... 

Apparently in Cnemidophorus some mechanism enables clonal recognition and has led to 
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reduced intra-clonal aggression in asexuals. 

Crews (Crews 1987) has documented the reciprocal use of pseudosexual behaviors 

between females in the lab in another asexual Cnemidophorous species, C. uniparens. 

Based on reproductive state females act as males or females in a truncated courtship and 

pseudo-copulation. In lab studies pseudocopulation seems to facilitates ovulation and 

increases reproductive rates. This is another example of reduced aggression, in this case 

apparent cooperation, In asexual females. Crews (1987) refers to pseudosexual 

behavior in Cnemidophorous as an exaptation , a characteristic inherited from ancestral 

sexual species that acquires a new adaptive use In the asexual context. In C. inornatus, 

one of the sexual, parental species of C. uniparens, progesterone, in addition to 

testosterone, can initiate male sexual behavior in males or females. C. inornatus are 

polymorphic for progesterone sensitivity. In the derivative all-female C. uniparens, in 

which testosterone level is very low, male-like behavior can also be elicited by 

progesterone. Apparently this is a character which was inherited from the sexual 

species and is potentially adaptive in an asexual context. Whether this behavior is the 

basis for interclonal selection is unknown as is its prevalence in other C. uriiparens 

clones and other asexual Cnemidophorus species. 

There are at least three possible explanations for the low intraspecific aggression in 

HG females as compared to HF females. The first is that this Is the ancestral condition, 

ie. either one or both of the sexual ancestor species also had low intraspecific aggression. 

We do not know if HF is one of these ancestors and if it is we still know nothing about the 

other ancestor and its level of interspecific aggression. Therefore we can neither 

support or dispute this explanation. The second explanation is that reduced aggression 

was not ancestral, but has since evolved via interclonal selection among HG clones. 

Because the production of new HG clones in Fiji via interspecific hybridization is 

precluded the clones now present are the product of colonization, extinction and any in 

situ divergence within preexisting clones. In areas where the ancestral species occur, 

the production of new clones via hybridization may be frequent, creating clonal diversity 

for interclonal selection to act upon. The clones introduced to Fiji may be the surviving 
•' 

clones of a long period of interclonal selection and would thus be more likely to have 
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traits that are adaptive in an asexual context. Crucial to this hypothesis is the question 

of whether a less aggressive clone would be favored by interclonal selection. It faces the 

same problem faced by an altruist genotype in a sexual species, that is it appears it 

would be invadable by a more aggressive clone. 

In the absence of effective interclonal selection for reduced intraclonal aggression, 

why should asexual females display lower levels of lntraspecific aggression than sexual 

females? The high level of genetic identity could lead to this result if there were a 

preexisting recognition system based on genetic cues. As recently pointed out by Grafen 

(Grafen 1990), systems which allow kin recognition did not necessarily evolve for that 

purpose and are not necessarily the basis for kin selection. Positive association with kin 

may simply represent a strong response to matching cues used in species or social group 

recognition. If the ancestral sexual species of LL and HG utilize some genetically based 

cue for species recognition then clonemates of the asexual species will completely match 

at this locus and so any behavioral change associated with matching would be expected to 

be pronounced. But what would these behavioral changes be? Why should there be 

reduced aggression based on matching at species recognition loci when usually in lizards 

lntraspecific aggression is more severe than interspecific aggression (Losos 1985, 

Tokarz and Beck 1987), and In general competition is more intense intraspecifically 

than lnterspecifically (Connell 1983). Given these conditions, species recognition 

would be more likely to elicit high levels of aggression. 

Perhaps the most likely mechanism is the existence in the ancestral sexual species of 

a kin recognition system and a behavioral propensity to be less aggressive toward close 

relatives. All else being equal, intraspecific aggression would be most profitably 

directed toward unrelated individuals. Nothing of this nature has been demonstrated in 

lizards, In fact there is no evidence for any cooperation or even parental care. The 

ability to recognize kin and in some cases to act altruistically toward them has been 

demonstrated in a number of invertebrate, fish, amphibian, bird and mammal species 

(Blaustein et al. 1987). The ability to recongize kin has been demonstrated in at lest 

one reptile; hatchling green iguanas preferentially associate with siblings (Werner et 

al. 1987). The existence of reduced aggression toward kin could be detected in the 
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ancestral sexual species by comparing levels of aggression in related and unrelated pairs 

of individuals. 

This hypothesis makes the prediction that there should be less aggression within 

asexual clones than between clones. Unfortunately we have identified only one clone of 

HG and consequently this experiment is not available to us with that species. When we 

performed this experiment with two clones of LL (for which we had no appropriate 

sexual congener for comparison) this prediction was not supported. LL clones may not 

be more aggressive lntrasclonaly because they do not have the ability to differentiate 

clone mates from non-mates. Alternatively , they may recognize clonemates, but not 

alter their behavior as a result of clonal matching. If the kin recognition hypothesis is 

true for HG than this could indicate that the ancestral species of LL either did not have 

the capacity to recognize kin or any behavioral response to kin. If the kin recognition 

hypothesis is true for HG it is not generally applicable to all gekkonids. 

The experimental evidence given here for reduced aggression among asexual females 

and the results of Leuck and Crews are more suggestive than conclusive. They raise the 

interesting possibility of widespread but subtle kin altruism (or simply reduced 

aggression toward kin) in lizards. Serious studies of kin recognition and nepotism in 

lizards are warranted. 
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Table 1. Mean behavioral fr&qUencies (and standard deviations) from nine different types of pairwise contests. HFM - 2 male H. frenatus, HFF - 2 female 
H. frenarus, HG . 2 female ti . garnoti, HFMXHFF - 1 male and 1 female H. frenatus, HFMXLLch • 1 male H.trenatus and 1 female L . lugubrls, chevron clone, 
HFMXHG . 1 H. trenatus male and 1 H. gamoti female, LLch - 2 female L. lugubris, chevron clone, LLls 2 female L. lugubris, 1Srge spot clone, 
LLchXLLls- 1 chevron clone and 1 large spot clone female L.lugubris. Wrth the exception of Bite/lunges significant differences exist among the treatments, 
p=0.05 , Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA. Values connected by a single underline are not significantly different at p=0.05, non-parametric multiple comparisons, 
Dunn 1964 in Zar 1984, p. 200. 

Appruachas HFM HFMXHFF HFF HFMXHG LLch HFM XLLch LLls t-G 
12 .7(6 .40) 9 .00(4 .88) 9.10(5 . 11) 8 .5(5 .38) 8.13(6 .40) 5 .88(3 .9 1) 3.57(2.94) 3 .8(2 .25) 

Displacements HFM LLch HFM XLLch HFMXHFF LLch X Uls HFF HFMXHG LLls 
8 .6(4 .20) 6 . 38(6 .05) 4 .5(3 .25) 4 .4(3 .98) 2 . 75(1 .67) 2 .63{0 .83) 2.9(3 .64) 1. 86(1 .35 ) 

Bite/lunge HFM HFMXHFF HFF HFMXHG LLch X LLls LLls LLch H3 
7. 60(7 .89) 9 .7(12 .70) 8 . 10(10.53) 4 .7(5 .52 ) 2 . 38(1 .77) 2 .4 3(2 .23) 2 . 13(2 .30) 1.7(2 . 16) 

quadrant changes HFM HFMXHFF HFM XLLch HFF HFMXHG LLch LLch X LLls LLls 
43 .90 ( 13 .20) 41.5(20 .79) 38 .25(17 .83) 37 .70(20 .41) 31.3(11 .83) 30 .13/22 .33) 26 .88(13 . 10) 27 .71(18 . 16) 

same quadrant HFMXHFF HFF HFMXHG t-G HFM HFM XLLch LUs Llch X LLls 
19 .3(4 . 62) 19 .70(8.22) 19 8(10 . 14) 18 .6( 13 .53) 13 .40(7 .09) 12 .88(9 .79) 9 . 14(6 .09) 8 . 63(7 .15) 

LLch X LLls 
3 . 75(2 . 19) 

t-G 
1 .? ( 1 .95) 

HFMXLLch 
1 ."88(2 .9) 

t-G 
15 .7(7 .92) 

LLch 
9 .5(9 .49) 



fable 2. Results of interspecific contests between HF males and LL or HG females. Frequency 
of use of each behavior was compared between the two members of each experimental pair 
with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. * -p<0.05, ** -p<0.01. 

HFM X LL HFM X H3 
Approaches 5.25(3.99) X 0.63(1.06)* 8.0(5.64) X 0.5(0.85)** 
Displacements 0(0) X 4.5(3.25)** 0.2(0.42) X 2. 7(3. 77)* 
Bite/lunges 1.38(2.80) X 0.5(1.07)* 4.1(5.11) X 0.6(1.08)* 
quadrant changes 22.88(12.39)X 15.38(8.47)* 25.2(9.19) X 6.1 (4.07)* 




